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Thermaltake eSPORTS
DASHER 2016 Extended

Mouse Pad - Black

$34.99
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Short Description

With the 250mm size, the DASHER MINI SLIM allows easy storage and you can bring it to anywhere you like!
As for the DASHER MEDIUM, it offers a 360mm standard space that it's user friendly with its standard size,
providing the comfort for long gaming session. Lastly, the amazing DASHER EXTENDED offers a bigger space
for you to move your mouse!

Description

With the 250mm size, the DASHER MINI SLIM allows easy storage and you can bring it to anywhere you like!
As for the DASHER MEDIUM, it offers a 360mm standard space that it's user friendly with its standard size,
providing the comfort for long gaming session. Lastly, the amazing DASHER EXTENDED offers a bigger space
for you to move your mouse! This amazing 900mm wide smooth surface type mouse pad is big enough for
large gaming keyboards, with plenty of room left over for your gaming mouse! Definitely the right choice for
you who needs bigger room for intense games! In addition, these mouse pads were created with solid sewing
edge of the mouse pad ensures long-term durability, preventing peeling or warping problem for you to move
your mouse smoothly with consistency!

Features

SPEED-TYPE
STUNNING MOUSE PAD

With the 250mm size, the DASHER MINI SLIM allows easy storage and you can bring it to anywhere you like!
As for the DASHER MEDIUM, it offers a 360mm standard space that it's user friendly with its standard size,
providing the comfort for long gaming session. Lastly, the amazing DASHER EXTENDED offers a bigger space
for you to move your mouse! This amazing 900mm wide smooth surface type mouse pad is big enough for
large gaming keyboards, with plenty of room left over for your gaming mouse! Definitely the right choice for
you who needs bigger room for intense games! In addition, these mouse pads were created with solid sewing
edge of the mouse pad ensures long-term durability, preventing peeling or warping problem for you to move
your mouse smoothly with consistency!

SPEED-TYPE
STUNNING MOUSE PAD

Tt eSPORTS's Speed-type mouse pads are incredibly smooth and flat. It allows gamers to have precise
movements with comfortable feeling (FPS & RTS & MMORPG Games). Speed-type mouse pads best suit
gamers who need to hit targets faster and more efficiently!

SEMI-COARSE
TEXTURED WEAVE MOUSE PAD

A smooth surface designed to allow you almost effortless mouse movement. DASHER new edition mouse
pads deliver excellent glide characteristics that offer total tracking responsiveness for consistently reliable in-
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game control!

ANTI-SLIP
RUBBER BASE

A special non slip rubber base ensures that DASHER New Edition mouse pads will never slip as you game,
even in the most intense of battles. Play with confidence and never worry about mouse pad lift-off or slipping
again - even on glass desks!

Specifications

Printed Design/Pattern/Texture:   Textured
Durability:   Slip Resistant
Color:   Black
Material:   Polyurethane - Base
Material:   Cloth
Material:   Rubber - Base
Height:   0.2"
Width:   14.2"
Depth:   11.8"

Additional Information

Brand Thermaltake

SKU MP-DSH-BLKSXS-01

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 841163063057
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